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1

Introdu tion

The growing worldwide demand for energy must be ontrolled, this is a ne essity.
However, even in the event of very voluntary poli ies to dampen energy demand, it is
hard to imagine that the demand ould be less than twi e as mu h as today by 2050.
We feel it is ne essary to satisfy this demand. It is obvious also that greenhouse
gas emissions must be redu ed in order to limit the dramati onsequen es they entail. An energy shortage ould develop if new sour es of massive energy produ tion
were not established. A signi ant ontribution of nu lear power to su h massive
energy produ tion by 2050 rests on a well oordinated and optimized deployment
s heme [1℄[2℄. This requires, as early as today, a re e tion on the present status
of nu lear power, on its extrapolation into the future and, thus, on the means that
should be put to work and the transition possibilities.
Several major problems at issue motivate the present study: the reserves of 235 U,
the only natural ssile nu leus, are limited; more intensive produ tion of nu lear
power with the urrent te hnology ould lead to a rapid depletion of the resour e.
Moreover, the advent of new rea tor te hnologies based on the other two a essible
ssile elements, namely plutonium and 233 U, requires that the produ tion of these
two elements be planned in advan e, sin e they are not naturally available.
The deployment of nu lear power, if it is to be well oordinated and su essful,
must take many fa tors in onsideration among whi h:
- what will the worldwide energy demand be and, more spe i ally, to what

extent will nu lear power be expe ted to ontribute

- what are the reserves for the resour es involved (uranium, thorium) and the

sto kpiles of ssile material (plutonium, 233 U, ...)

- what will the te hnologies be in the oming years (rea tor type, fuel y le),

what are their hara teristi s, what is the radio-toxi ity indu ed by the wastes
generated.

Our aim in this work is to explore the potential for worldwide nu lear power
deployment and its limitations. In this view, we pay parti ular attention to the
availability of uranium 235, the only natural ssile element, whi h is, as a onsequen e, the major onstraining fa tor in the frame of sustainable development.
Se ondly, we evaluate the possibility of eventually shutting down the rea tor eets
started, taking in onsideration only the heavy nu lei whose handling is tri ky. The
ssion produ ts generated are the same in all the deployment s enarios so that they
are not onsidered in our dis ussion.

The omplex interweaving of the fa tors and onstraints involved has made the
use of a dedi ated program ne essary. We have developed a parameterized al ulation algorithm [3℄ that helps us examine how nu lear power an best respond in a
sustainable way to an intense energy demand.
The rst se tion in this paper exposes the data, in terms of energy needs and
available resour es, on whi h the rest of the work is based. It also shows how these
data are taken into a ount in the parameterized algorithm we use to evaluate the
deployment of nu lear power. The s enarios onsidered are explained in the subsequent se tions, along with the results we have obtained so far, in terms of rea tor
deployment and resour e depletion.
In this paper, the need to produ e large amounts of ssile matter will appear.
Su h produ tion, and the degree of breeding, depend a great deal on the te hnology
of the rea tors onsidered. We have used estimations, pending more hard ore data
to be obtained from work urrently in progress in CNRS (fren h National Center
of S ienti Resear h) laboratories. These estimations already give an idea of the
onstraints that ome into play in the deployment of nu lear power.

2

Basi

Data: Energy Demand and Resour e Avail-

ability

2.1

Energy Demand Proje tions

The proje ted evolution of energy needs that we have sele ted for our s enarios is
inspired from that published by R.P. Bauquis [4℄. This (see Table 1) proje ts a world
population of 8 to 10 billion by 2050 and takes into a ount potential restri tions
on fossil fuels, in parti ular on oil and gas.

Population
Total Primary Energy

Fossil Fuel (oil+gas+ oal)
Share
Renewable + Hydroele tri
Share
Nu lear Power
Share

2000
6 billion
9,3 GToe
8 GToe
(85%)
0,7 GToe
(7,5%)
0,6 GToe
(6,5%)

2020
7.5 billion
14 GToe
12,2 GToe
(87%)
0,9 GToe
(6,5%)
0,9 GToe
(6,5%)

2050
8-10 billion
18 GToe
12,6 GToe
(70%)
1,4 GToe
(8%)
4 GToe
(22%)

Energy need proje tion until 2050 a ording to R.P. Bauquis. (GToe:
billion ton oil equivalent)
Table 1:

Similar proje tions an be worked out using a simple formula and making a few
assumptions, in parti ular that of a stabilization of fossil fuel onsumption at its
urrent level. To evaluate the evolution of worldwide energy demand, we an write
it as:
E
GNP
E = GNP

N
N
with
- N : world population
- GNP/N : per apita gross national produ t
- E/GNP : energy intensity
A ording to demographi estimations, the world population should grow from 6
billion in 2000 to about 9 billion in 2050, yielding a 3/2 term in the formula above.
The annual e onomi growth (per apita GNP) is proje ted to be 1.5% in the more
pessimisti s enarios up to 3% in the more optimisti view. The GNP/N term is
then multiplied by something between 2.1 and 4.4. Energy intensity ould indu e a
fa tor of 0.5 in the formula above if energy savings are in luded in this term. The
worldwide energy demand ould thus grow by a fa tor between 1.6 and 3.3. In this
paper, we use a low intermediate value: we assume the energy demand will double
by 2050.
We now need to estimate the share of nu lear power in this worldwide produ tion
of energy. We made the following hoi es:
 to maintain the use of fossil fuels at its urrent level
 to attribute an equal share of the demand to new renewable energies and to

nu lear power.

The resulting energy mix is summarized in Table 2.
Primary Energy (GToe)
Fossil fuels
Hydro power &
New renewables
Nu lear power
Total

2000 2050
8
8
0.7 5.3
0.6
9.3

5.3
18.6

Contribution of the ommer ial primary energy sour es in 2000 and our
proje tion for 2050.

Table 2:

These numbers show that the produ tion of nu lear power is multiplied by a fa tor lose to 8 by 2050. This is the energy s enario that we have applied in the work
we des ribe below. We would like to stress that su h a s enario, whi h is very optimisti as to the energy savings term and as to the ontribution of the new renewable
energies, still does not redu e greenhouse gas emissions, sin e the ontribution of fossil fuels has been stabilized but not redu ed. The demand on nu lear power is thus
probably underestimated. Similar proje tions have been found in other studies [5℄[6℄.

We now turn our attention to the prospe tive evolution of nu lear power apa ity.
All the deployment s enarios des ribed below rest on the target progression given
in Table 3): starting at zero in 1970, nu lear power produ tion rises to 1800 TWhe
(tera Watt hours of ele tri power) in 1985, to 2400 TWhe in 2000. Nu lear power
remains stable from 2000 to 2015, then in reases at the rate of 6.2% per year until
2050, a hieving the eightfold in rease by 2050; it then slowly in reases by 1.1% per
year until 2100. Extrapolating up to 2100 allows us to verify that the deployment
s enarios are lasting.
1970
2000
2015
2050
2100
0 TWhe
2400 TWhe
2800 TWhe
18000 TWhe
32400 TWhe
0 GWe.year 340 GWe.year 400 GWe.year 2570 GWe.year 4630 GWe.year

Proje tion for nu lear power produ tion up to 2100 - extrapolation from referen es [4℄[5℄[6℄, in TeraWatt-hour ele tri (TWhe) units, and in GigaWatt ele tri year (GWe.year) units onsidering a rea tor eÆ ien y of 80%.
Table 3:

In the next se tions, we simulate the deployment of several rea tor te hnologies and
examine how well they satisfy the anti ipated energy demand:
- The rst simulation relies only on light water rea tors.
- A se ond simulation involves light water rea tors and fast neutron rea tors

(FNRs) [10℄ ;

- A third simulation involves light water rea tors and molten salt rea tors (MSRs)

whi h operate with a thermal neutron spe trum and are based on a 232 Th-233 U
fuel y le

- Our last simulation involves all the above rea tor types - light water rea tors,

U-Pu based FNRs, and 232 Th-233 U based MSRs [10℄.

2.2

Natural Uranium and Thorium Resour es

Workable natural uranium resour es are sorted a ording to extra tion ost. The
amount of the resour e that has already been extra ted is estimated at 2 million
metri tons of uranium (MtU) [11℄. The established reserves for an extra tion ost
of $40/kgU amount to 1.6 MtU; they amount to 2.6 MtU at a ost of $80/kgU,
representing 40 years of onsumption at the urrent level. The estimation of the
total natural uranium resour e is a fun tion of the te hnology and of the a eptable
extra tion osts. Today, the average uranium extra tion ost is $30/kgU; extrapolating to an extra tion ost of $400/kgU gives a total amount of 23 MtU [11℄. It is
intentionally that we use this optimisti value for the limit on the natural uranium
resour e in our deployment s enarios. Most authors take 8 to 17 MtU as the limit
on the resour e[12℄.

Just like uranium 238, thorium 232 is a fertile material: it an be onverted to
uranium 233 whi h is ssile. Thorium resour es are abundant, they are estimated
to be twi e or three times as large as those of uranium. In our s enarios, however,
and be ause the rea tors onsidered onsume a small fra tion of the fertile matter in
the natural resour e, we have set the same limit on the thorium resour e and on the
uranium resour e so that it is easier to ompare the evolution of these two quantities.
2.3

Using the Basi

Data in the Parametrized Cal ulations

For ea h year of the deployment simulation, nu lear rea tors are started up as needed
to satisfy the target energy demand. The type of rea tor that is started is hosen
as follows:
- the highest priority rea tor type is sele ted;
- the amount of fuel required to operate the rea tor during its entire life is

al ulated;

- if enough fuel is available from the sto ks at all times during the rea tor's

lifespan, the rea tor is started and this pro ess is repeated until the year's
target energy demand is satis ed;

- if, at any time in the rea tor's lifespan, there is not enough fuel to operate

it, fuel manufa turing units, i.e. enri hing and repro essing units, are started.
Two possibilities arise:

 the fuel units have enough raw material (natural or produ ed in other

rea tors that are already in operation) to manufa ture the fuel ne essary
for the rea tor being onsidered. The rea tor is started and the pro ess is
pursued with another rea tor of the higher priority type until the target
energy demand for the year is satis ed;
 the resour es needed to manufa ture the fuel run out before the end of
the rea tor's lifespan. The possibility of starting another, lower priority
type of rea tor is examined, using the same pro edure. If no rea tor an
be started, the target world energy demand is out of rea h for the set of
rea tor types spe i ed and the deployment year on erned.

3

S enario with Light Water Rea tors

In our rst s enario, nu lear power produ tion is based solely on rea tors in whi h
ordinary water is the moderator and the fuel is based on enri hed uranium. This
is the prevalent rea tor type today, it a ounts for 87% of worldwide nu lear power
produ tion. The remaining 13% are produ ed by heavy water moderated rea tors
alled CANDU (CANadian Deuterium Uranium) and water-graphite rea tors alled
GLWR (Graphite Light Water Rea tor)[7℄.

3.1

Rea tor Types in the S enario

Light water rea tors imply a thermal neutron spe trum, ordinary water serving as
both moderator and oolant. Two types of light water rea tors are involved in our
simulation: the pressurized water rea tors (PWR) as urrently used in Fran e, and
the future European EPR1 (European Pressurized Rea tor). Their general properties are listed in Table 4.

PWR
Output apa ity
1.0 GWe
Load fa tor
0.8
First operating date 1970
Rea tor lifespan
40 yrs

Table 4:

3.2

EPR
1.45 GWe
0.8
2010
50 yrs

General properties of the light water rea tors used in the s enario

Chara teristi s of existing Light Water Rea tors

In PWRs, the fuel is enri hed natural uranium (UOX). The hara teristi s of the
fuel and the amount required per GWe.year of energy produ ed are given in Table 5,
as well as the ensuing wastes.
Natural uranium enri hing plants are in luded in our simulation, they pro ess
natural uranium to produ e the fuel required for the rea tors. The output of these
plants is enri hed and depleted uranium with the enri hing ratios shown in Table 5.

Type of fuel
U enri hing ratio for the fuel
U enri hing ratio of
reje ted depleted uranium
U enri hing ratio of the fuel unloaded
(before fuel repro essing)
Amount of fuel loaded

PWR
UOX
3.5%
0.3%
1%
27.2 tons

Amount of spent fuel after repro essing
Amount of plutonium

26 tons
270 kg

235
235
235

Corresponding amount of depleted uranium
Corresponding amount of natural uranium

179.8 tons
207 tons

Chara teristi s of PWR fuel. The amounts are given in metri tons and
per GWe.year of energy produ ed.
Table 5:

1 EPR

has been hosen as an instan e of a third generation rea tor. Choosing a di erent third
generation rea tor would not hange the on lusions rea hed for this s enario.

Case 1 :

No Multire y ling
Type of fuel
U enri hing ratio of fuel
U enri hing ratio of
reje ted depleted U
Pu & MA enri hing ratio
of fuel
Fuel amount loaded

4.9%
0.25%
0%
13.6 tons

Uranium re overed after
pro essing
Pu produ ed
Pu pla ed in storage

12.6 tons
170 kg
170 kg

235
235

Of whi h Pu/Np/Am/Cm (kg)
Corresponding natural U
Corresponding depleted U

UOX

0/0/0/0
138 tons
124.4 tons

Case 2 :

Case 3 :

285/0/0/0
122 tons
108.7 tons

387/17/43/60
126.3 tons
113.2 tons

Plutonium
Pu + MA
Multire y ling (Np, Am, Cm)
Multire y ling
MOX-UE
MOX-UE
4.5%
4.7%
0.25%
0.25%
2.1%
3.7%
13.6 tons
13.6 tons
12.4 tons
285 kg
0 kg

12.3 tons
387 kg
0 kg

Chara teristi s of the fuel for the future EPR [8℄[9℄. Amounts are given
per GWe.year of energy produ ed.
Table 6:

3.3

Chara teristi s for Future Light Water Rea tors

For the future EPR, three types of fuel [8℄[9℄[10℄ were onsidered, in order to evaluate the impa t the fuel option an have on the nu lear power deployment s enarios
(see Table 6):
- a

U enri hed natural uranium fuel similar to the one used in the PWRs
above;
235

- a fuel based on multi-re y led plutonium, i.e. a mixture of re y led plutonium

and enri hed uranium (labeled MOX-UE);

- a fuel based on the multi-re y ling of plutonium, ameri ium, neptunium and

urium, mixed, as above, with enri hed uranium.

3.4

Deployment S enarios Considered

For ea h of the possible EPR fuels, two ases have been onsidered, namely the urrent handling of uranium, and uranium handling that is better optimized to spare
the uranium resour e.

3.4.1 Current Uranium Resour e Handling
With the urrent uranium resour e handling, at the end of the enri hing phase, the
depleted uranium ontains 0.25 to 0.3 % 235 U. This depleted uranium is onsidered
as waste, and so is the uranium from the spent fuel after repro essing. The nu lear
power deployment s enario in this ase is shown in Figure 1, and the sto ks of natural uranium and of plutonium are shown in Figure 2.
Case 1: No Multirecycling in EPR fuel

Case 2: Pu Multirecycling in EPR fuel
8000

Total Target Demand
Future PWR (EPR)
Current PWR
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Case 3: Pu+MA Multirecycling in EPR fuel
Electric Power Production [GWe.yr]

8000
Total Target Demand
Future PWR (EPR)
Current PWR

7000
6000

Nu lear power deployment with light water rea tors
only and for three fuels in EPRs
with fuel handling as it is today.
Figure 1:
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We nd that, with light water rea tors only, and with this kind of fuel handling,
the target nu lear power deployment is out of rea h be ause of the rapid depletion
of the e onomi ally a essible natural uranium resour e. Nu lear power generation
omes rapidly to a halt for la k of fuel. This o urs sooner or later, depending on
the fuel used:
- With UOX fuel in the EPRs, by 2030, the installed apa ity is twi e that of

today, and the substitution of today's rea tors with EPRs is a hieved. Nu lear
power apa ity ontinues to grow until 2060, rea hing a maximum apa ity of
2900 GWe. The natural uranium resour e is drained so that it be omes impossible to start new rea tors beyond 2060; the little uranium that is still available
is ne essary to feed the rea tors that are already running. This shows in Figure 1 with the sudden breako of the EPR urve. In real life, this breako in
energy generation shown in the gures should be smoother be ause of various
fa tors (uranium pri e, dis overy of new extra tion potential, ...).

Natural Uranium Resources
and Depleted Uranium Stockpiles

Evolution of the Plutonium Stockpile
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Natural uranium and plutonium sto kpiles with light water rea tors
only and for three fuels in EPRs with fuel handling as it is today.
Figure 2:

- With multi-re y led plutonium on enri hed uranium in EPRs, nu lear power

deployment an extend to 2070, rea hing a maximum apa ity of 3200 GWe.
The 235 U enri hing ratio required to produ e 1 GWe is redu ed, thanks to the
presen e of another ssile element, plutonium. As a result, the draining of the
natural uranium reserves is somewhat slower. One should note, however, that,
if Pu based rea tors were to be in luded in the set of rea tors being onsidered
(see below), Pu multi-re y ling in EPRs would be a problem, as EPRs make
poor use of the Pu resour e; they degrade the quality of the plutonium without
onsuming it entirely.

- The multi-re y ling of minor a tinides (Np, Am, Cm) along with the Pu is

less eÆ ient for the produ tion of energy than Pu multi-re y ling alone. The
uranium that is mixed with the Pu and minor a tinides has to have a higher
enri hing ratio be ause of the presen e of neutron onsuming elements. The
natural uranium resour es are drained faster than in the pre eding situation:
nu lear power apa ity stops growing in 2065, rea hing a low maximum of 3100
GWe. As a result, this fuel is not given further onsideration in our s enarios.

3.4.2 Fuel Handling Optimized to Spare Uranium Reserves
Today, the fuel y le is open, the spent fuel is not re y led. It is stored as is, pending possible re y ling de isions. Some ountries su h as Fran e have opted for fuel
re y ling: the plutonium and the uranium in the spent fuel are separated. A fra tion of the plutonium is re y led in MOX fuel, the repro essed uranium is put in
storage for the time being, in the event of future valorization. It would be possible
to re-enri h the repro essed uranium and use it as fuel. It would also be possible to
redu e to 0.1% the 235 U ontent of the depleted uranium from the enri hing pro ess.
These options ould be ome e onomi ally worthwhile if the osts of fossil fuels and
of natural uranium were to in rease.
The results for the orresponding nu lear deployment s enario and the sto ks of

Case 1: No Multirecycling in EPR fuel

Case 2: Pu Multirecycling in EPR fuel
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Nu lear power deployment with light water rea tors only and for two
fuels in EPRs, with fuel handling optimized to spare uranium reserves: EPR
without multire y ling ( ase 1) and EPR with Pu multire y ling ( ase 2).
Figure 3:

Natural Uranium Resources
and Depleted Uranium Stockpiles

Evolution of the Plutonium Stockpile
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( ase 2).
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2150

plutonium and of natural uranium are shown in Figures 3 and 4:
- With UOX fuel in the EPRs ( ase 1), nu lear power generation an ontinue

to grow until 2065, rea hing a maximum apa ity of 3100 GWe.

- With multi-re y led plutonium on enri hed uranium ( ase 2), nu lear power

deployment using EPRs an extend to 2085, rea hing a maximum apa ity of
3900 GWe, i.e. 15 years longer than in the pre eding sub-se tion, with the
same fuel and no fuel handling optimization.

This last option is the best one if only light water rea tors are onsidered. However, it is unable to satisfy our target nu lear power demand beyond 2085 be ause
natural uranium reserves run out. That makes this option in ompatible with sustainable development, espe ially sin e other te hnologies able to produ e suÆ ient
energy (fusion, ...) are still in the resear h labs.
The best solution with only light water rea tors, then, would be plutonium multiple
re y ling. Besides the fa t that su h multiple re y ling would be a very omplex
and expensive operation, it would bring nu lear power to a quasi nal end. Indeed,
the only natural ssile resour e (235 U) would be entirely onsumed by about 2100
and the left over multi-re y led plutonium would be degraded: it would ontain too
many elements that do not undergo ssion easily so that it ould not be used on its
own as a rea tor fuel.
Other solutions, able to extra t lose to 100% of the potential energy ontent
of the raw material thanks to breeding, have to be onsidered. If the sustainable
development of nu lear power is to be a hieved, we must resort in the short term,
i.e. within the next 10 to 15 years, to rea tor types other than light water rea tors,
to rea tors apable of breeding at least as mu h ssile matter as they onsume (isobreeders). In the following se tions, we will onsider fast neutron rea tors based on
the U-Pu fuel y le (se tions 4 and 6) and thermal neutron rea tors based on the
Th-233 U fuel y le (se tions 5 and 6).

4

S enario with Light Water and Fast Neutron
Rea tors

4.1

Chara teristi s of the Fast Neutron Rea tors (FNR)
Considered

Of the 6 systems sele ted by the Generation IV International Forum, four operate
with a fast neutron spe trum. Two of these fast neutron rea tors, the ones the CEA
(fren h Atomi Energy Commission) is working on, are in luded in the simulation
des ribed in this se tion: the liquid metal ooled fast rea tor (SuperPhenix type)

and the gas ooled fast rea tor. The hara teristi s of these two rea tors are given in
Table 7: in this simulation, both have a breeding ratio larger than one. Their fuel is
depleted uranium and plutonium. Fuel loading and unloading is done every 5 years
in the liquid metal rea tor and every 15 years in the gas ooled rea tor2 . Plutonium
breeding auses depleted uranium to be onsumed in the rea tor. The quantity of
depleted uranium that has to be input depends on the temperature in the rea tor,
hen e on its thermodynami eÆ ien y. We set the thermodynami eÆ ien y at 40%
for all the FNRs in our simulations.

Liquid metal
oolant
Output apa ity
1.0 GWe
First operating date
2025
Lifespan
50 ans
Fuel amount (per load):
Depleted uranium
48 tons
Plutonium
6 tons
Repro essing time
5 years
Loading periodi ity
5 years
Number of loads
2
Breeding (per rea tor-year):
Depleted U input
1 ton
Pu output
300 kg
Table 7:

Gas oolant
0.3 GWe
2025
60 ans
51 tons
7 tons
5 years
15 years
2
300 kg
100 kg

Chara teristi s of the fast neutron breeder rea tors onsidered.

We have also onsidered a third type of fast neutron breeder rea tor. It is started
up with 235 U as its ssile element, and breeds the same amounts of plutonium as
the liquid metal ooled rea tor des ribed above.
The advantage of this third type of rea tor is that, sin e it does not need plutonium
for its initial load, there is no need to start a light water rea tor to produ e plutonium for it. Moreover, 235 U is used more eÆ iently in an FNR than in a light water
rea tor: a total of 15 tons of 235 U are required to start an FNR while a light water
rea tor onsumes 45 tons of 235 U to produ e the plutonium needed to start a liquid
metal ooled fast neutron rea tor (two 6 ton loads).
The hara teristi s of the fast neutron rea tor started up with
Table 8.

235

U are given in

The orresponding deployment s enarios are detailed below, in sub-se tions 4.3 to
4.5.
2 Fuel

the spe i

repla ement periodi ity depends mainly on the spe i
power itself depending on the oolant.

power released in the fuel elements,

FNR started with U
(liquid metal oolant)
Output apa ity
1.0
First operating date
2025
Lifespan
50 yrs
Fuel amount (per load):
Enri hed uranium
50 tons
U enri hing ratio
15%
Repro essing time
5 yrs
Loading periodi ity
5 yrs
Number of loads
2
Breeding (per rea tor-year):
Depleted U input
1 ton
Pu output
300 kg
Final dis harge from rea tor:
Pu amount per load
6 tons
235

235

Table 8:

fuel.
4.2

Chara teristi s of the fast neutron breeder rea tors started with 235U based

Chara teristi s of the Light Water Rea tors involved

Table 7 shows that the ssile matter needed for the initial inventory of a 1 GWe
U-Pu based fast neutron breeder rea tor is about equal to the amount of plutonium
produ ed by a standard PWR type light water rea tor during its entire lifespan. In
order to deploy FNR type rea tors, then, the Pu produ ed in the EPRs must not
be re y led, large amounts of plutonium being ne essary for FNR deployment.
The light water rea tors involved in this deployment s enario are the existing
PWRs ( hara teristi s given in se tion 3) and the future EPRs des ribed above,
with enri hed natural uranium fuel ( ase 1 in Table 6).
4.3

S enario with liquid metal

ooled FNRs

The results in terms of installed apa ity and uranium and plutonium sto kpiles
for the nu lear power deployment simulation based on a ombination of light water
rea tors and liquid metal ooled fast neutron breeder rea tors are shown in Figures 5
and 6.
In this s enario, in order to produ e, in light water rea tors, the plutonium
needed for the initial inventory of the FNRs, today's installed PWR apa ity has
to be multiplied ve fold. These light water rea tors produ e enough plutonium to
give the FNRs their initial impulse. Subsequently, breeding in the FNRs provides
enough plutonium to ontinue their growth, they be ome predominant by 2075, and
the number of EPRs in operation starts to de rease.

"PWR + Liquid Metal Cooled FNR" Scenario

Electric Power Production [GWe.yr]

8000
Total Target Demand
Liquid Metal Cooled FNR
Future PWR (EPR)
Current PWR

7000
6000
5000

Nu lear power deployment
with light water rea tors and liquid
metal ooled FNRs.
Figure 5:
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Uranium and plutonium sto kpiles orresponding to the deployment
of nu lear power with light water rea tors and liquid metal ooled FNRs.
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2150

In this s enario, we see that [10℄ :
- Up to 1500 EPRs have to be started, onsuming 15 million tons of natural

uranium by 2100, leaving 35% of the natural uranium resour e still available
for future use.

- Large amounts of plutonium are involved: 30 000 tons of plutonium in the

FNR fuel in 2100, and an equal amount in the repro essing units. That is a
lot of ssile matter!

In sum, this deployment s enario requires omplex handling of the fuel and of
the minor a tinides generated. Moreover, this s enario would not be able to satisfy
a signi antly larger nu lear power demand (sub-se tion 2.1) and that possibility
annot be simply brushed o .
4.4

S enario with gas

ooled FNRs

"PWR + Gas Cooled FNR (breeding 100kg Pu/yr)" Scenario

"PWR + Gas Cooled FNR (breeding 200kg Pu/yr)" Scenario
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Nu lear power deployment with light water rea tors and gas ooled

The results in terms of installed apa ity and uranium and plutonium sto kpiles
for the nu lear power deployment simulation based on a ombination of light water
rea tors and gas ooled fast neutron breeder rea tors are shown in Figures 7 (left)
and 8.
In this s enario, the light water rea tors are not able to produ e enough plutonium to start the FNRs. EPRs have to ontinue to run and produ e plutonium until,
eventually, the natural uranium resour e runs out and no new EPR an be started,
the remaining uranium being allo ated. The target world energy demand annot be
met starting in 2080. Even if the plutonium breeding ratio in these gas ooled FNRs
is doubled (Figure 7 - right), an unlikely event sin e it rea hes the theoreti al limit
of plutonium produ tion without taking neutron losses in the rea tor into a ount,
natural ssile uranium starts to run out by 2085. A s enario based on gas ooled
FNRs, then, does not satisfy sustainable development riteria in that it leads to a
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Uranium and plutonium sto kpiles orresponding to the deployment
of nu lear power with light water rea tors and gas ooled FNRs.

Figure 8:

rapid depletion of natural ssile uranium reserves.
4.5

S enario with liquid metal ooled FNRs started either
with Plutonium or with 235U
"PWR + Metal Liquid Cooled FNR (Pu / U235 fuel)" Scenario

Electric Power Production [GWe.yr]

8000
Total Target Demand
FNR (U235)
FNR (Pu)
Future PWR (EPR)
Current PWR
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Nu lear power deployment
with light water rea tors and liquid
metal ooled FNRs235started either with
plutonium or with U.
Figure 9:
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In this s enario, the FNRs started with plutonium are given highest priority, so as to
help onsume the plutonium sto kpiles. If there is not enough plutonium to start an
FNR, however, the se ond priority rea tor is an FNR started with 235 U instead of,
as in the rst s enario dis ussed in sub-se tion 4.3, an EPR to produ e the missing
plutonium. The results in terms of installed apa ity and uranium and plutonium
sto kpiles for the nu lear power deployment simulation based on a ombination of
light water rea tors and liquid metal ooled fast neutron breeder rea tors started
either with plutonium or with 235 U are shown in Figures 9 and 10.
The results of this s enario are similar to those of sub-se tion 4.3, with one differen e: enough plutonium is produ ed with an installed apa ity of FNRs started
with 235 U that is only three times as large as the urrent PWR apa ity. As a result, the pressure on the natural uranium resour e is less intense, 55% of the reserve
remains available after 2100. Moreover, the urrent PWRs are repla ed by a quasi
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Uranium and plutonium sto kpiles orresponding to the deployment
of nu lear power with light water235 rea tors and liquid metal ooled FNRs started
either with plutonium or with U.
Figure 10:

equal number of EPRs whi h make the transition towards the FNRs.
Su h a deployment s enario ould prove useful for ountries whi h do not have
plutonium sto ks, e.g. ountries whi h don't have any, or have too few, light water
rea tors.
However, a eet of FNRs started with 235 U would require a large s ale uranium
enri hing industry apable of produ ing enri hed uranium with 15% ssile matter
ontent.
Moreover, the same amount of plutonium in the fuel y le and of a tinides in the
inventories is found in this s enario, implying the same omplex handling. Moreover, in the event of a de ision to ban nu lear power, e.g. be ause it is repla ed by
another sour e of energy (fusion, ...), the problem arises of how to in inerate these
large quantities of plutonium (a total of 60 000 tons in 2100) in rea tors and in fuel
pro essing plants. A 1 GWe rea tor modi ed to operate as a burner onsumes only
about 1 ton of plutonium per year. Thus, plutonium in ineration would require 60
000 rea tor-years, to be ompared to the 120 000 rea tor-years of FNRs being operated in 2100 in this s enario. The in ineration of the plutonium sto ks produ ed in
this instan e appears extremely diÆ ult, it would be an expensive and drawn out
pro ess, near to impossible!

5

S enario with Light Water and Molten Salt Rea tors

Th apture ross se tions and 233 U apture and ssion ross se tions are su h
that breeding an be a hieved with a thermal neutron spe trum as well as with a
fast neutron spe trum. Breeding with a thermal neutron spe trum requires smaller
quantities of ssile material, hen e our hoi e, in this study, of the molten salt rea tor
232

based on the 232 Th (fertile) - 233 U ssile) fuel y le in a thermal neutron spe trum.
These molten salt rea tors, or MSRs are one of the six rea tor types sele ted by the
Generation IV International Forum.
5.1

Chara teristi s of the Molten Salt Rea tor involved

Any s enario that involves rea tors based on the Th-233 U fuel y le requires that
233
U be somehow produ ed sin e this ssile element is not to be found in nature, nor
is it produ ed in today's rea tors. The option of starting MSRs with an initial load
ontaining another ssile element, su h as plutonium or 235 U is not satisfa tory [13℄
for the following reasons:
- Starting with plutonium generates ex essive amounts of minor a tinides, in

parti ular 244 Cm.

- Starting with

U has the same drawba k as plutonium if the 235 U is mixed
with 238 U. Moreover, 236 U poisoning impairs normal rea tor operation during
at least 50 years.
235

The \ onversion" of plutonium or 235 U to 233 U, then, has to be given serious
onsideration. It an be a hieved by irradiating thorium in standard rea tors: some
of the neutrons emitted by the ssions in the rea tor will be aptured in thorium,
eventually yielding 233 U after de ay. 233 U an thus be produ ed by breeding in thorium blankets pla ed either in EPRs (next se tion) or in FNRs, or in both rea tor
types (se tion 6). Little information is available today on the produ tion of 233 U in
EPRs or FNRs but work on this subje t is in progress at the \Groupe de Physique
des Rea teurs" (Rea tor Physi s Group) at the LPSC in Grenoble as well as at the
\Groupe de Physique de l'Aval du Cy le et de la Spallation" at IPN in Orsay.
The molten salt rea tor type onsidered in these simulations is alled the \Thorium Molten Salt Rea tor" or TMSR. This on ept is detailed in referen es [10℄[14℄[15℄.
TMSRs are either iso-breeders or breeders (with a breeding ratio larger than one).
In order to improve the rea tor's breeding apability, a radial thorium blanket is
added to the ore: es aping neutrons an produ e 233 U in the blanket.
The hara teristi s of the TMSR are summarized in Table 9. The fuel is loaded
on e, when the rea tor is rst started, and thorium is added on a regular basis to
ensure iso-breeding. Half the thorium load is in the rea tor ore, the other half being
in the fuel repro essing unit asso iated to the rea tor.
5.2

Chara teristi s of the Light Water Rea tors involved

The transition light water rea tors used in this s enario are today's PWRs and the
future EPRs whose fuel is enri hed uranium with plutonium multi-re y ling as in

TMSR
Output apa ity
1.0 GWe
First operating date
2030
Lifespan
50 yrs
Fuel amounts:
Thorium
58 tons
Fissile matter ( U) in fuel
3% / 1.7 tons
Thorium input
1 ton
U produ ed
1 ton
Pu produ ed
4 kg
Thorium blanket: thorium amount 21 tons
233

233

Chara teristi s of the MSRs involved, i.e. TMSRs. The amounts are given
per GWe.year of energy produ ed.
Table 9:

Thorium MOX fuel
Output apa ity
1.45 GWe
First operating date
2010
Lifespan
50 yrs
U enri hing ratio of the fuel
4.5%
U enri hing ratio
0.25%
of the depleted U reje ted
Fuel amount
13.6 tons
Spent fuel to be repro essed
12.4 tons
U produ tion:
Thorium input
133 kg
U produ ed
133 kg
235
235

233

233

Chara teristi s of future EPRs used to produ e 233U. Amounts are given
per GWe.year of energy generated.
Table 10:

ase 2 of Table 6, now, however, they are produ ing 233 U instead of plutonium, thorium MOX being added in the ore. The reason the multi-re y ling option is hosen
for the EPRs is that, in this s enario, there is no other rea tor able to onsume
the Pu so that it is the best way to avoid large a umulations of this material. It
is assumed that the minor a tinides are in inerated in other, future, rea tor types
su h as A elerator Driven Systems (ADS) or Generation IV burners.
The hara teristi s of the 233 U produ ing EPRs are given in Table 10.
5.3

Deployment result with Light Water Rea tors and Molten
Salt Rea tors
"PWR + iso-breeder MSR" Scenario

"PWR + iso and breeder MSR" Scenario
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Nu lear power deployment s enario with light water rea tors and
molten salt rea tors that are iso-breeders (left) and iso-breeders, be oming
breeders (right).
Figure 11:

As shown in Figure 11 (left), this s enario is able to meet the target energy demand, but more than half of the natural uranium reserves are used up (Figure 12).
This is be ause ontinuous operation of a large number of light water rea tors is
ne essary to produ e the 233 U needed to start the TMSRs. This problem an be
solved if, starting in 2050, the TMSRs are onsidered apable of breeding approximately 10 kg of 233 U per year. The twenty year delay between the rst TMSRs and
the TMSRs with a higher breeding ratio orresponds to the time needed to develop
an optimized TMSR te hnology. The results obtained with this option are shown
in Figure 11 (right). As Figure 12 shows, only one third of the natural uranium
reserves is onsumed. Sensitivity tests have shown that a slight variation in the
produ tion of 233 U in the light water rea tors or a small variation of the 233 U inventory in the TMSRs does not modify the results of this s enario in any signi ant way.
A problem remains: the sto ks of plutonium produ ed in the light water rea tors,
even if they are twenty times less abundant than in the previous s enario (subse tion 4.5), will have to be in inerated. A possibility is the one examined in the
next se tion, a solution that also in ludes fast neutron rea tors. These an make
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eÆ ient use of the plutonium and thus lose the fuel y le.

6

S enario with Light Water Rea tors, FNRs and
TMSRs

This optimized s enario alls on the three types of rea tors des ribed in the previous se tions, so as to make an eÆ ient transition from today's rea tors towards a
sustainable rea tor te hnology that implies breeding. In this s enario the 233 U that
is needed in the molten salt rea tors is bred in solid thorium blankets in the EPRs
and in the FNRs that are deployed.
6.1

Chara teristi s of the Light Water Rea tors involved

The transition light water rea tors in this s enario are today's PWRs and the future EPR type rea tors using an enri hed uranium fuel with no plutonium or minor
a tinide re y ling ( ase 1 in Table 6) but, in this instan e, they produ e some 233 U.
For this purpose, a thorium blanket is added to the ore. The reason the plutonium
and minor a tinide multi-re y ling option is not hosen for this s enario is that the
plutonium and minor a tinides an be onsumed more eÆ iently in the FNRs.
The hara teristi s of these 233 U produ ing EPRs are given in Table 11.
6.2

Fast Neutron Rea tors involved

Only one of the fast neutron rea tor types des ribed in se tion 4 has been onsidered
here: the liquid metal ooled rea tor whose hara teristi s are better known. The
FNRs here, onsume plutonium to breed 233 the result being that plutonium sto ks
are redu ed and the 233 U needed to start the MSRs is produ ed.

UOX fuel
Output apa ity
1.45 GWe
First operating date
2010
Lifespan
50 yrs
4.9%
U enri hing ratio of fuel
0.25%
U enri hing ratio of
depleted uranium reje ted
Fuel amount
13.6 tons
Spent uranium to repro ess 12.6 tons
Pu produ ed to repro ess
130 kg
U produ tion:
Thorium input
130 kg
U produ ed
130 kg
235
235

233

233

Chara teristi s of the future 233U produ ing EPRs. Amounts of material
are given per GWe.year of energy generated.
Table 11:

The hara teristi s of these FNRs are given in Table 12.

Liquid metal oolant
Output apa ity
1.0 GWe
First operating date
2025
Lifespan
50 yrs
Fuel amount (per load):
Depleted U
48 tons
Fissile matter (Pu) in fuel 11% / 6 tons
Repro essing time
5 yrs
Loading periodi ity
5 yrs
Number of loads
2
Depleted U input per year 1 ton
Pu input per year
200 kg
Th input per year
500 kg
U produ tion per year 500 kg
233

Table 12:

s enario.
6.3

Chara teristi s of the 233U breeding fast neutron rea tors involved in this

Molten Salt Rea tors involved: TMSR

The molten salt rea tors onsidered here are TMSRs, whose hara teristi s are disussed in the pre eding se tion and summarized in Table 9. The 233 U needed to
start the TMSRs is produ ed both in the EPRs and in the FNRs in this s enario.
As FNRs ontinue to operate during the entire duration of the s enario, suÆ ient

amounts of 233 U are onstantly available and breeding is not ne essary in the
TMSRs. As a onsequen e, iso-breeding TMSRs are used in this s enario.
6.4

Deployment Results in luding Light Water Rea tors,
Liquid Metal Cooled FNRs and TMSRs

With this s enario, as shown in Figure 13, today's rea tors are fully repla ed by
2030 with EPR type light water rea tors. The EPRs are progressively repla ed with
FNRs and TMSRs and they are shut down in 2080 or so. The transition towards
sustainable Generation IV rea tors is then omplete.
The 233 U needed to start the TMSR rea tors an be produ ed by the same number of light water rea tors as we have today, plus an equivalent number of FNRs.
Molten salt rea tors are dominant by 2035 and their breeding apability makes for
su essful development of nu lear power beyond that date.
"PWR + FNR + MSR" Scenario
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Nu lear power deployment
with light water rea tors, liquid metal
ooled FNRs and TMSRs.
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As for the plutonium produ ed, it is in the inventory of the FNRs; Figure 14
(right) shows that the maximum amount built up is ten times less than in the deployment s enario with only light water rea tors and liquid metal ooled FNRs. In
order to make sure the plutonium produ ed in the light water rea tors is onsumed,
we have hosen to set the highest priority on FNR type rea tors as long as enough
plutonium is available. Figure 14 (right) shows that the plutonium a umulated
before the rst FNRs are started is divided by two in 2100. In this s enario, the
U-Pu fuel y le is losed thanks to the FNRs.
The target nu lear power demand is met during the entire duration of the s enario
(Figure 13) and this is a hieved without draining the natural uranium and thorium
reserves (Figure 14 - left). Only one third of the natural uranium and a tiny fra tion
of the thorium reserves are onsumed during the entire time period onsidered for
the deployment. As a onsequen e, a larger demand ould be met without diÆ ulty.
We nd, then, that this s enario based on the three rea tor types onsidered
in our simulations is, by far, the most eÆ ient. It o ers faster and more exible
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deployment than any of the other s enarios, and also faster and more exible shut
down if need be. Indeed, TMSRs operate with little ssile matter. A TMSR, if it
is modi ed to operate as an in inerator, an burn up to one ton of 233 U per year,
i.e. pra ti ally a full load of ssile matter. This ould allow a nu lear power shut
down without leaving behind ssile matter sto kpiles su h as those of the s enario
dis ussed in se tion 4.5.
We note also that the amounts of plutonium and minor a tinides produ ed are
signi antly (several orders of magnitude) smaller than in the other s enarios. This
makes waste management and, as a result, the whole deployment pro ess, simpler
and easier to implement.
Finally, in the event that all the rea tors would have been shut down and the residual ssile matter fully in inerated, if the need to start nu lear power again were to
arise, there would still be enough natural uranium to do so.
This s enario brings to light the importan e of the Th-233 U fuel y le in general
and, more spe i ally, that of the molten salt rea tor on ept: eÆ ient and sustainable nu lear power deployment is a hievable, in onjun tion with optimized ssile
matter use and waste produ tion.
A palette of intermediate s enarios an be onsidered, ranging from the option
with only light water rea tors and FNRs of se tion 4 to the option in this se tion,
with the three types of rea tors and a predominan e for molten salt rea tors. Su h
intermediate s enarios would hange the number of FNRs with a resulting build up
of plutonium sto kpiles lying between those of Figure 10 and of Figure 14.
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Con lusions and Prospe ts

This study is based on an eight fold in rease of nu lear power in 2050, from today's
nu lear power apa ity, and this may be a low gure. We examined the means
already available, or that should be developed, in order to meet this demand in a
sustainable way.
With nu lear power produ tion ontinued with the same means as today, i.e.
with light water rea tors, even with the most favorable s enario, i.e. with plutonium
multi-re y ling and optimized handling of 235 U, the target worldwide nu lear power
demand annot be met beyond 2085 for la k of natural uranium, the reserves being
drained. This, of ourse, is in ompatible with the notion of sustainable development
in the present ontext where alternate energy produ tion te hnologies (fusion, ...)
are still in the resear h labs. Moreover, su h multi-re y ling would be omplex and
expensive and it would, in addition, damage the plutonium, the only ssile material
available on e the natural resour es have ompletely run out. Restarting nu lear
power produ tion in any signi ant way would then be very expensive.
The se ond option we explored is a ombination of light water rea tors and fast neutron rea tors. The best s enario in this ategory is able to meet the target worldwide
nu lear power apa ity during the entire time interval onsidered. However, it leads
to the a umulation of large amounts of plutonium and minor a tinides residing in
the rea tors and the fuel repro essing units, implying omplex handling pro edures.
Moreover, in the event that nu lear power generation is stopped, e.g. be ause it an
be repla ed by another sour e of energy (fusion, ...) the in ineration of the plutonium sto kpiles is a problem, this in ineration being diÆ ult, expensive, drawn out,
near to impossible. Restarting nu lear power produ tion after having stopped it,
here again, would prove very expensive.
The third option onsidered in this study is a ombination of light water rea tors
and molten salt rea tors based on the Th-233 U fuel y le. In this ase also, the target
worldwide nu lear power apa ity an be met over the full duration, but signi ant
sto kpiles of deteriorated plutonium are a umulated with no in ineration possibilities so that the fuel y le of the light water rea tors is not losed.
Finally, the last option examined onsists in a ombination of the three rea tor types
onsidered in the ourse of this study, light water rea tors, fast neutron rea tors and
molten salt rea tors. This appears to be, by far, the most eÆ ient s enario. It allows the fastest and most exible deployment as well as the fastest and most exible
stopping of nu lear power if su h a de ision were to be made. The role of the fast
neutron rea tors is also to lose the U-Pu fuel y le and the amounts of plutonium
and minor a tinides produ ed are signi antly smaller than in the pre eding options.
As a result, waste management is made simpler and easier to implement. Nu lear
power deployment in this ase is sustainable and eÆ ient, the use of ssile matter
and the produ tion of wastes are optimized.
We would like to stress, here, that some of the data used for these simulations, in

parti ular plutonium breeding ratios and the produ tion of 233 U in EPRs and FNRs
ome from estimations. Better founded data will be obtained thanks to a CNRS
resear h program that is in progress at the \Groupe de Physique des Rea teurs"
at LPSC in Grenoble and at the IPN in Orsay. Preliminary tests have established
that the on lusions rea hed here are not very sensitive to the hypotheses formed
on these system hara teristi s.
This study will be ontinued in order to in lude, in parti ular, some lo al aspe ts of the deployment. On one hand, diÆ ulties may appear, e.g. the need to
ex hange or transport ssile and/or radiotoxi materials between regions, or risks
of proliferation. On the other hand, all ountries are \not equal" vis a vis nu lear
power. It would be interesting to study the future deployment of nu lear power in
two distin t types of regions, i.e.:
- In a region like Europe whi h already has a number of light water rea tors

and, as a onsequen e, fair amounts of plutonium, in whi h the growth of
nu lear power will be moderate in the next 100 years. A s enario based on a
ombination of light water rea tors and FNRs is valid here, if other regions
resort to the Th-233 U fuel y le.

- In an area like Southeast Asia, whose energy demand and, as a onsequen e,

whose demand on nu lear power, will grow rapidly in the oming years. Here,
a s enario based solely on light water rea tors would be unrealisti , as would
be a s enario based on a ombination of light water rea tors and FNRs, whi h
would require large amounts of plutonium. Here, an option in luding molten
salt rea tors would be mu h more exible and would allow faster growth, it
would be parti ularly well adapted.

The global s enarios presented in this paper illustrate the limitations that worldwide nu lear power deployment su ers while demonstrating how omplementary the
di erent rea tor types are. This study brings to light the strongly onstraining fa t
that suÆ ient amounts of ssile matter must be available if breeder rea tors are to
be started. Besides, these breeder rea tors will not be industrially available before
20 to 25 years from now. In order to ensure the growth of nu lear power and its
transition towards a sustainable rea tor eet, then, it is ne essary to build se ond
and third generation rea tors.
Our study shows that a global and balan ed solution is available, whi h re oniles fuel y le losing, non depletion of the natural resour e, redu ed produ tion of
long lived wastes and the possibility of stopping/restarting nu lear power generation
rapidly. It rests on a ombination of light water rea tors and breeder rea tors whi h
are ne essary to burn the plutonium and produ e 233 U, and on the Th-233 U fuel
y le whi h we feel annot be ir umvented.
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